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Multiflow QUIC:
A Generic Multipath Transport Protocol
Quentin De Coninck and Olivier Bonaventure

Abstract—Transport protocols and their multipath variants used to assume that network paths are symmetric and
bidirectional. Actually, it is frequent to observe network
asymmetries (ADSL, satellite,...) and some network paths
can flow packets in only one direction (e.g., due to a
firewall,...). This paper proposes to consider the more
generic notion of unidirectional flows. Based on them,
we design and implement Multiflow QUIC, a variant of
QUIC that is aware of network asymmetries to spread
data over multiple network paths. Our evaluation shows
that this more generic approach is beneficial in asymmetric
cases while being equivalent to multipath approaches in
symmetric ones.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the
dominant Internet transport protocol. It provides
a reliable data stream between two hosts across the
network. A TCP connection uses a fixed given network
path denoted by a 4-tuple (IPsrc , portsrc , IPdst , portdst ).
Thanks to its acknowledgments, TCP includes flow
control, congestion control and reliable delivery. All
these mechanisms assume that packets can flow in both
directions between the communicating hosts.
Nowadays, there is an increasing fraction of heavily
connected, mobile devices having two or more network
interfaces. When, e.g., a smartphone loses its Wi-Fi
connectivity, all the established TCP connections using
it are broken, even if the cellular network is available.
Therefore, the multipath ability is key for transport
protocols to cope with current [1] and future use cases.
The first widely deployed multipath transport protocol is
Multipath TCP [2]. It enables hosts to combine several
TCP subflows for a single data stream. For instance, a
smartphone can couple the Wi-Fi network path with the
cellular one to either aggregate their bandwidth or to be
resilient to network handovers.
Meanwhile, the QUIC protocol [3] emerged as an
alternative to the HTTP2/TLS/TCP stack. Previous
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work [4] showed that QUIC already represented more
than 30% of the egress Google traffic. One of its key
features is that a QUIC connection is no more bound to
a given 4-tuple. This connection migration ability was
primarily designed to cope with network events such as
NAT rebindings, but QUIC can also handle network path
changes. Yet, QUIC does not support the simultaneous
usage of multiple network paths. We previously proposed
Multipath QUIC [5] to address this gap. Its design was
influenced by the Multipath TCP one, e.g., it assumes
bidirectional network paths and sends acknowledgements
back over the same path.
This assumption of symmetrical, bidirectional network paths can be limiting, or even sub-optimal, in
some networks. There are network links that provide
different bandwidths in upload and download directions.
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) and satellite Internet providers are typical examples. A recent
survey confirms that US network providers often propose
asymmetric broadband services [6]. Previous studies [7]
showed that the upload and the download flows of
a single connection can actually use separate network
paths, resulting in different one-way delays. Even if the
flow sender → receiver uses a high-bandwidth low-delay
network path, a connection can be impacted by a receiver
→ sender flow using a low-bandwidth high-delay network path. Indeed, the slow transmission of acknowledgments impacts the throughput of TCP connections [8].
Similarly, keeping acknowledgments on the same subconnections limits the performance of Multipath TCP in
asymmetrical networks [9].
Transport protocols should not limit themselves to
bidirectional, assumed symmetrical, network paths. To
make them aware of link asymmetries, we propose to
consider unidirectional flows. Such approach is more
generic, as a bidirectional path is formed by a couple
of unidirectional flows in opposite directions. With this
in mind, we design and implement Multiflow QUIC, a
multipath transport protocol that is aware of unidirectional flows. Compared to Multipath QUIC, Multiflow
QUIC gets rid of the bidirectional constraint to fully
take advantage of asymmetric, or even unidirectional,
network paths. This paper is organized as follows. We
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first introduce the QUIC protocol and describe its connection migration mechanism (Sec. II). We then explain
the design of Multiflow QUIC (Sec. III) and compare
its performance with Multipath QUIC in asymmetric
network cases (Sec. IV). Finally, we conclude with the
key lessons learned with Multiflow QUIC (Sec. V).
II. QUIC
QUIC is a transport protocol which provides the services of the HTTP/TLS/TCP stack atop UDP. It provides
built-in secured exchanges with both authenticated and
encrypted header and payload. A QUIC connection starts
with a TLS 1.3 handshake that generates encryption
keys. This built-in encryption enables QUIC to address
both privacy and ossification issues that middleboxes
cause on TCP [10].
From the network viewpoint, a QUIC packet is split
into two parts. The first part is a small cleartext header
containing a few flags and the Destination Connection
ID, mapping the packet to a given QUIC connection.
This identifier makes the QUIC connection independent
of the packet’s 4-tuple. The second part is encrypted
and contains several elements. The first element is a
monotonically increasing packet sequence number. Each
host maintains distinct sequence number spaces for
sending and receiving packets. Within one unidirectional
flow, all packets carry different packets numbers. In
case a packet is lost, its content can be retransmitted
in another packet with a higher packet number than the
previous one. This simplifies several transport functions,
such as latency estimation, by removing the ambiguity
of having multiple retransmitted packets with the same
packet number.
The remaining of the encrypted payload consists in a
sequence of frames. These are the core QUIC messages
carrying data and control information. QUIC packets act
as their containers. In particular, when a packet is lost,
frames are the messages that are retransmitted, if needed.
Frames use a simple Type-Value encoding making it easy
to define new ones. The base QUIC version [3] defines
about twenty different frames. The STREAM frame
carries application data. It contains an ID (identifying the
data stream), a byte offset and the associated payload.
The ACK frame acknowledges received packets. Compared to TCP, it can easily indicate that specific blocks of
packets were received and also includes information for
precise latency estimation. Hosts perform flow control by
using MAX DATA and MAX STREAM DATA frames.
These are the equivalent of the TCP receive window as
they advertise the maximum data offset that can be sent
over the connection and the stream, respectively. Notice
that all the QUIC frames are idempotent, i.e., receiving
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them more than once does not introduce any ambiguity
at the receiver’s side.
As previously described, QUIC uses Connection IDs
to identify packets belonging to a given connection.
Each unidirectional flow has its own set of Connection
IDs, i.e., the packets received by a host use a different
Connection ID than the ones it sends. The receiver
selects the Connection ID that the sender must use to
reach it. In other words, the client (resp. the server) sends
packets to its peer by using the Connection ID chosen
by the server (resp. the client). The Connection IDs used
over a given QUIC connection might change over time.
Hosts determine the initial Connection IDs during the
handshake. Then, each host can provide alternative Connection IDs to its peer by sending NEW CONNECTION
ID frames. This enables hosts to mitigate possible traffic
correlation by external network observers.
Because it runs above UDP, packets from a QUIC
connection may use different 4-tuples during its lifetime. Since QUIC relies on Connection IDs to identify
connections, it handles such events by design. However,
this connection migration feature raises the concern of
the identity of the new remote IP address and port. A
malicious host might forge a QUIC packet by spoofing
the source IP address of a victim, hoping that the server
will flood it. To tackle this issue, QUIC includes a
path validation process. The host starts sending a PATH
CHALLENGE frame containing some random data to
the remote address and port to validate. The process
succeeds if the host then receives a PATH RESPONSE
frame echoing the random data contained in the PATH
CHALLENGE. Since frames are encrypted, this process
ensures that the host still communicates with the same
peer, even if it observes a different 4-tuple.
III. D ESIGNING M ULTIFLOW QUIC
Multipath TCP [2] and Multipath QUIC [5] consider
bidirectional paths. Multiflow QUIC (MFQUIC) takes a
more generic approach by handling unidirectional flows
(or uniflows). This enables MFQUIC to handle network
asymmetries by design and opens new use cases for
specific unidirectional network paths. We first describe
how MFQUIC hosts identify uniflows. We then explain
how the Multiflow extension can be negotiated and
how it enables hosts to control the number of uniflows.
Finally, we describe the mechanisms used by MFQUIC
to ensure a reliable data delivery. More details can be
found in its IETF draft [11].
A. Identifying Uniflows with Connection IDs
Unlike Multipath TCP [2] and Multipath QUIC [5],
Multiflow QUIC breaks the symmetry assumption be-
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Fig. 1. State of a Multiflow QUIC connection from the client’s
perspective. The client has IP I when using the upper network path,
and IP J when using the lower one.

hind the notion of path and leverages asymmetric Connection IDs to integrate unidirectional flows called uniflows. Multiflow QUIC associates packets over these uniflows thanks to specific Connection IDs, called Uniflow
Connection IDs. We distinguish two kinds of uniflows,
as illustrated in Figure 1. On the one hand, the sending
uniflows can transmit packets to the remote host. A host
can deliver a packet over a given sending uniflow by
including the corresponding Uniflow Connection ID in
the Destination Connection ID field of the header. On
the other hand, the receiving uniflows collect incoming
packets that reach the host using the related Uniflow
Connection ID. Hosts internally identify these uniflows
using Uniflow IDs.
Notice that this notion of uniflow is seamlessly included in QUIC [3]. Each packets’ flow uses a different
Connection ID. Each host sees a given 4-tuple (IPsrc ,
IPdst , portsrc , portdst ) which is not necessarily the mirror
of the peer’s one since middleboxes like NAT may
modify packets’ ports and IP addresses. The uniflows on
which the connection starts are called the initial uniflows.
Hosts identify these initial uniflows using Uniflow ID 0.
B. Proposing Sending Uniflows to the Peer
There is a one-to-one mapping between the receiving
uniflows of a host and the sending uniflows of its peer.
For instance, consider the client’s receiving uniflow with
ID 1 shown in Figure 1 and mapped to the Uniflow
Connection ID δ . For the server, this corresponds to its
sending uniflow with ID 1 and carrying packets with
the Destination Connection ID δ . Each host controls its
number of receiving uniflows — and so the number of
sending uniflows of the peer — it wants to maintain.
Once a uniflow is initialized, the host can advertise it
to its peer using a uniflow-aware version of the NEW
CONNECTION ID frame. This frame indicates to the
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receiver that this Sending Uniflow ID is now usable
and that packets can be sent over it by including the
communicated Connection ID in their headers. Typically,
new uniflows use different network paths and hence other
IP addresses. A host can communicate to its peer its
current IP addresses using the ADD ADDR frame and
associate it with an Address ID. Figure 2 illustrates
how a client can propose a new uniflow to the server.
Once both the NEW CONNECTION ID and the ADD
ADDR frames have been received, the server decides that
packets of its sending uniflow 1 are sent to IP address
J. However, the server must first ensure that this new
IP address actually reaches the client before starting
transmitting data. Hence, the server initiates a path
validation over this new sending uniflow by delivering
the PATH CHALLENGE frame. Since the client has
only one sending uniflow — its initial one — it sends
the corresponding PATH RESPONSE frame to the initial
sending uniflow. Once the path validation completes, the
server can start using the provided sending uniflow to
send data to the client using both network paths. Finally,
the client acknowledges the received packets by sending
an ACK frame for each of its receiving uniflows.
The server must validate the provided remote address
to prevent flooding a victim pointed by a malicious
client and handle the case of clients advertising addresses
blocked by a firewall. This process delays the usage of
the new uniflow by one round-trip-time. Yet, the validity
of the provided address might be cached to save the
latency introduced by the path validation.
During the QUIC connection lifetime, it is possible
that hosts observe changes in their IP addresses. For
instance, a mobile device can obtain a new IP address
by powering up its cellular interface and lose its Wi-Fi
one because it goes away of access point reachability. To
handle these addresses’ dynamic, in addition to the ADD
ADDR frame, MFQUIC includes the REMOVE ADDR
frame to advertise the loss of a previously communicated
address. This frame contains the Address ID of the
corresponding address along with a sequence number
ordering the events related to that particular Address ID.
A host might also discover new peer’s addresses by
observing the 4-tuple of incoming packets. A client
behind a NAT could send its private addresses in ADD
ADDR frames, but those are typically not reachable by
the server. Instead, the client can initiate the uplink flow
on its desired addresses — for instance by performing
path validation — such as the server discovers the
corresponding public addresses. The server can then
validate the observed addresses.
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IP J

IP I
DCID α, PN 5 [NEW CONNECTI
ON ID(UID 1, CID δ)]
1
DCID α, PN 6 [ADD ADDRESS(A
ID 1, IP J)]
DCID γ, PN 4 [ACK(UID 0, 6)]
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DCID δ, PN 0 [PATH CH
ALLENGE(β )]

DCID α, PN 7 [PATH RESPON

SE(β), ACK(UID 1, 0)]

DCID γ, PN 5 [STREAM(”data
DCID α, PN 8 [ACK(UID 0, 5),

”)]

3

DCID δ, PN 1 [STREAM

(”some”), ACK(UID 0, 7)]

ACK(UID 1, 1)]

Fig. 2. An example of time sequence diagram for a server starting using a new sending uniflow over an established connection in the
network scenario shown in Figure 1. The client starts the connection on its IP I and the server always uses the same IP. Only the Destination
Connection ID (DCID), the packet number (PN) and the relevant frames are illustrated. Colors show to which uniflow the element relates.
AID: Address ID. UID: Uniflow ID. 1 Client’s Receiving Uniflow 1 ready. 2 Server maps Sending Uniflow 1 to destination IP J. 3
Server’s Sending Uniflow 1 ready.

C. Negotiating the Multiflow Extensions
During the TLS handshake process, QUIC hosts
can advertise Transport Parameters carrying internal
protocol values. This enables hosts to activate specific features and negotiate the support of an extension. MFQUIC leverages these QUIC transport parameters to negotiate the usage of multiple uniflows. During the handshake, hosts advertise the
max_sending_uniflow_id QUIC transport parameter to indicate the maximum value of Sending Uniflow
ID that they want to support. If both hosts advertise
it, the multiflow extensions are enabled on the connection. These values are independent, i.e., hosts may
advertise different max_sending_uniflow_id values. Because of the mirroring between uniflows, the
sending host sets the upper bound of the number of
peer’s receiving uniflows to the advertised value. Yet, this
transport parameter does not impose the peer to provide
the desired number of sending uniflows. The receiver
keeps the final decision on the number of receiving
uniflows it wants to support since it sends the NEW
CONNECTION ID frames proposing them.
D. Ensuring Reliable Data Exchange
Like Multipath QUIC [5], Multiflow QUIC relies on
STREAM frames to carry application data. Because of
the separation between packets and frames, hosts can
seamlessly spread data over multiple uniflows. The only
adaptation to perform is to acknowledge packets on
a per-uniflow basis where each uniflow has its own
packet sequence number space. MFQUIC adapts the
ACK frame to include the host’s Receiving Uniflow ID

— which is equivalent to the peer’s Sending Uniflow ID
— it acknowledges. The ACK frame uses the (internal)
Uniflow ID instead of the related Connection ID for
three reasons. First, the Uniflow ID is shorter than the
Uniflow Connection ID. Second, the Connection ID used
by packets associated to a uniflow can change over time
with the use of NEW CONNECTION ID frames. Third,
the Uniflow ID is included in the cryptographic nonce
computation to avoid reusing a same nonce over distinct
uniflows.
E. Multiflow-specific Algorithms
Besides maintaining a congestion window for each
sending uniflow, Multiflow QUIC implementations include new algorithms to manage the different sending
and receiving uniflows, namely the uniflow manager and
the packet scheduler.
a) Uniflow Manager: This algorithm has two responsibilities. First, it decides how many receiving uniflows can be attached to the connection. It therefore
determines how many sending uniflows the peer can
have. Second, it associates sending uniflows proposed
by the peer to a given 4-tuple based on its local view
and the received ADD ADDRESS frames. The mapping
algorithm can follow similar strategies as proposed in
Multipath TCP, such as the full-mesh one establishing a sending uniflow between each pair of (local IP,
remote IP). This uniflow management is performed by
both hosts. Yet, to limit network interferences (NAT,
firewalls,...), the server can first wait for the reception
of a packet with a given address before using it for its
sending uniflows. Notice that the uniflow manager is a
generalization of the path manager algorithms used by
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Fig. 3. Network topology used for asymmetric experiments.
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MPTCP and MPQUIC implementations. While any path
manager configuration is doable using specific uniflow
managers, the reverse is not true.
b) Packet Scheduler: This algorithm has two dimensions as it selects, for each packet, which frames
will be sent on which sending uniflow. The packet
scheduler notably decides how the application data and
ACK frames will be spread over the different sending
uniflows. Our MFQUIC prototype uses a lowest-latencyfirst strategy. To do so, the scheduler takes into account
all the available RTT measurements between each pair of
(sending uniflow, receiving uniflow). Then, it aggregates
these for each sending uniflow by weighting the estimated latency with the number of samples. Each time
the packet scheduler needs to send data, it prefers the
available sending uniflow with the lowest aggregated
latency. However, recall that frames can also carry QUIC
control information. Therefore, it is the packet scheduler
responsibility to perform the QUIC path validation (using
a PATH CHALLENGE frame) for the 4-tuple used by a
given sending uniflow. Our scheduler duplicates some
control frames on several sending uniflows, such as
the MAX DATA and MAX STREAM DATA, to limit
possible head-of-line blocking if these important frames
are sent on slow or lossy network paths.
IV. E VALUATION
We implement Multiflow QUIC as a PQUIC plugin
[12] (2800 lines of C code, implements draft-ietf-quictransport-29) and compare it with our previous Multipath
QUIC implementation mp-quic [5] (about 5000 lines
of Go code change compared to quic-go, implements
Google QUIC version 39) and the state-of-the-art Multipath TCP (Linux implementation v0.95 [13]). All of
these use the lowest latency first packet scheduler and a
full-mesh flow/path management. Our experimental
setup is a lab equipped with Intel Xeon X3440 processors, 16 GB of RAM and 1 Gbps NIC, running Linux
kernel 4.19 and configured as shown in Figure 3. The
links R1 -R3 and R2 -R3 are configured using NETEM to
add transmission delays and using HTB to limit their
bandwidth.

One Path

Two Paths

Fig. 4. When the secondary path has a very high asymmetry,
MFQUIC benefits from it while both MPTCP and MPQUIC cannot.
Error bars show standard deviation over 15 runs.

In this section, we consider the case of a download of a
10 MB file over a single QUIC stream / TCP connection.
The client computes the Download Completion Time
(DCT) between the GET request and the reception of
the last byte of the server response. For each implementation, we perform both one-path experiments over the
R1 -R3 link and two-paths ones using both links. While
the two-paths runs use the aforementioned protocols,
the one-path ones rely on the corresponding single-path
variant of each implementation, i.e., we disable multipath/multiflow features for these one-path experiments.
We first focus on a specific network scenario and then
explore a large set of parameters.
A. Case Study of A Highly Asymmetric Network Path
To highlight the benefits of Multiflow QUIC, consider
the following scenario. The primary network path exhibits symmetric characteristics with 10 Mbps and 20 ms
RTT. The secondary one has good downlink performance
(50 Mbps, 10 ms one-way delay) but very poor uplink
one (0.01 Mbps, 1 s one-way delay). Such setup is close
to a satellite network path. Figure 4 shows that when
using only the primary network path, both single-path
QUIC implementations and TCP complete the download
in about 8.5 s. Since all protocols share the same (symmetric) network path, this result is expected. However,
the usage of the highly asymmetric network path makes
the MFQUIC transfer about 5.5 times quicker, while
neither Multipath TCP nor MPQUIC can take advantage
of it. This difference resides in the ACK frame scheduling strategy. While MFQUIC can send ACK frames
on any sending uniflow (typically the one using the
primary network path), MPQUIC carries ACK frames
on the same path and Multipath TCP needs to keep
acknowledgments at subflow-level. Due to the poor path
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Fig. 5. In our parameter space, MFQUIC slightly benefits more from
the addition of a second asymmetric network path than both MPTCP
and MPQUIC.

uplink performance, both Multipath TCP and MPQUIC
senders receive acknowledgments with a delay of about
1 second. The congestion window of the secondary path
increases slowly and only a few data bytes (about 90
KB out of 10 MB for MPQUIC) are sent on it. In
comparison, MFQUIC carries most of the data bytes
over the secondary path (about 8.4 MB out of 10 MB).
Notice that both MFQUIC and MPQUIC prevent headof-line blocking by duplicating MAX DATA and MAX
STREAM DATA frames on both network paths [5].
B. Exploring Asymmetric Network Use Cases
While beneficial in the previous case, one could question the usefulness of uniflows in asymmetric networks
in general, including their performance impact. To address this, we now cover a large range of link characteristics by applying an experimental design approach [14]
and defining the parameters’ ranges as shown in Figure 3.
We use the WSP algorithm [15] to broadly sample this
parameter space into 139 points. Notice that the uplink
one-way-delay dup and the downlink one ddown are two
different parameters. The same applies for the uplink
bandwidth bwup and the downlink one bwdown . Since our
topology features two network paths, we explore an 8dimension parameter space. For each parameter configuration, we vary the initial network path used, resulting
in 278 different network scenarios. Each scenario is run
9 times and the median run is reported.
Figure 5 shows the speedup achieved by Multipath
TCP and both QUIC flavors when using a second
network link. Each point of the cumulative distribution
function represents one of the 278 network scenarios.
Multipath TCP and both QUIC implementations achieve
lower DCT when using the two links. In our considered
experiments, Multiflow QUIC (resp. Multipath QUIC,

1

2

DCT MFQUIC
DCT MPTCP

0.5

1

2

DCT MFQUIC
DCT MPQUIC

Fig. 6. Comparing the performance of the Multiflow QUIC’s
implementation to the Multipath TCP’s one (left sub-figure) and the
Multipath QUIC’s one (right sub-figure) on each network scenario.

Multipath TCP) achieves a median speedup of 83.5%
(resp. 73%, 75%). By computing the DCT ratios between
the implementation themselves, Figure 6 shows that all
implementations in single-path mode (i.e., plain TCP
and both single-path QUIC implementations) achieve
similar performance. This means that comparing them
directly, Multiflow QUIC is in general slightly faster than
Multipath QUIC and Multipath TCP.
Again, the scheduling strategy of ACK frames explains these results. Multipath TCP and Multipath QUIC
always acknowledge packets on the same path. Multiflow
QUIC gets rid of this constraint and sends ACK frames
on the preferred sending uniflow, taking advantage of
the best performing one. This enables Multiflow QUIC
senders to increase their sending uniflows’ congestion
window quicker than with Multipath TCP and Multipath
QUIC, especially in the cases where there is a strong
asymmetry between uplink and downlink.
V. C ONCLUSION
With TCP, reliable transport protocols used to consider
bidirectional paths and stuck with them. Multipath TCP
and Multipath QUIC keep this constraint that limits their
performance and their applicability in some scenarios.
This paper broke this assumption and proposed to be
more generic by considering unidirectional flows instead.
We then designed Multiflow QUIC to address scenarios
where multiple (possibly asymmetric) network paths are
available. Our evaluation revealed that MFQUIC can take
advantage of unidirectional network paths while MPTCP
and MPQUIC cannot. We also showed that scheduling
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packets on a uniflow basis slightly increases transfer
performance in asymmetric network scenarios. Compared to existing multipath transport protocols, MFQUIC
opens new use cases and perspectives of better taking
advantage of network paths. For instance, with MFQUIC
it becomes possible to create a hybrid satellite service
where clients combine a high capacity downlink satellite link with a lower speed by bidirectional terrestrial
network.
A RTIFACTS
Our
studied
implementations
are
freely
available:
Multipath
QUIC
at
https://github.
com/qdeconinck/mp-quic
and
Multiflow
QUIC
at
https://github.com/p-quic/pquic.
Our
measurement scripts and data are available at
https://multipath-quic.org/commag21.
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